
Communication Vignette Leadership 

Discussion Facilitation Guide. 

The facilitator’s main role is to be a catalyst for conversation and learning about the 
topic at hand.  
 
This video is from a CSM development panel where CSM Gianotti of Center for the 
Army Profession and Leadership discusses effective communication in your organiza-
tion.  
 
Here are some key points to consider when preparing to facilitate a discussion:  
 
 Let participants do most of the talking.  
 
 The facilitator’s key role is to ask questions, which spark thought and conversation.  
 
 Ensure you engage everyone within your group and set the conditions for them to 

openly share thoughts.  
 
 Do not let any one person or group of people dominate the conversation.  
 
 Have questions prepared for each round to drive the conversation (CAPL Facilita-

tion guides provide some example questions).   
 
 Ask open-ended questions and encourage participants to elaborate on their an-

swers/thoughts.  
 
 You are the catalyst for conversation.  
 
 Make sure you continue to ask questions that make your group dig deeper.  
 
For more information and guidelines on facilitating professional development discus-
sions, visit the CAPL Website at http://capl.Army.mil. 
 

http://capl.Army.mil


Below is a brief description on how GEN Allyn discusses listening actively along with a few 
supporting questions. 

 

Listens Actively:   

 How effective are we at communicating? Communication is the talking and listening, we get 
the talking part but we all need work on listening. 

 

How do you describe active listening?  

 The most important purpose of listening is to comprehend the speaker’s thoughts and inter-
nalize them. Throughout a conversation, listeners should pay attention to what the other is trying to 
communicate. Active listeners have a lot to focus on—a variety of verbal and nonverbal cues, the 
content of the message the speaker is trying to deliver, and the urgency and emotion of the speaker.  
 
 

GEN Allyn provided seven key points on communication, how many can you name/
remember?  

A skill which must mature with responsibility 

Tailor to you audience 

The source of most shortfalls 

Requires clarity, brevity, consistency, frequency 

Commit to listen more 

Use back-briefs routinely 

Communicate, communicate, communicate 

 

What are some indicators of good active listening?  

pays attention to non-verbal cues 

ask questions to clarify 

maintains eye contact 

summarizes and paraphrases the speaker’s main points.   

 

 What are some indicators of poor active listening?  

Someone who interrupts to provide his or her own opinions and decisions.  

Gets distracted by anger or disagreement with the speaker.  

Uses the first response that comes to mind.  

Tells people what they should say or think.  

 


